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Assessment of Operational Feasibility
Anticipated Quality and cost

Performance of a New
Exterior coating system in

Automotive Manufactu ring

ABSTRACT

A new radiation curable extel:ior coating
system for automotive applications, caLled the
UV-system, shows considerable promise in terms
of improvement of quality, simplification of
assembly process, and cost savings for futrrre
exterior coaiing systems. In this paper an
attempt is made to assess the feasibility of
such a system, as well as, to anticipate effects
on manufacturing operations, costf and
production time. The new coating systen is
designed for car paint application of primers
and other base and/or topcoats using common
pigmented two component (2C) polyurethane car
Paints. Radiation curable coating systems have
been proposed in several U.S. and international
patents, f.ex. ilodakowski et. a]. ln (l).3

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS in computer aided
manufacturins (CAM) have resulted in drarnatic
changes in automotive assembly. The new
autonated assembly lines in manufacturing are
examples of this trend. Researchers and
practitioners share the opinion that further
significant improvements are only possible
through innovations and adoption of new
technologj.es, and through basic changes in the
entire concept of the product and it's
manufacturing and design.

This discussion is based on one such new
technology: A new radiation curable coating

lUniversity of Michigan-Dearborn, School of
Management, Dearborn, Michigan, U.S.A.

2Tampere, Fin1and.

3Numbers in parentheses designate references
at end of paper.
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system for cosmon two-component (2C) acrylated
polyurethane coatings. The paint curing systeln
uses chemical components added to the 2C Paint
and ultraviolet (Uv) light radiation to
accelerate a chemical reaction in the paint that
causes the paint curing process.

Common 2C polyurethane paints are based on
the reaction of two components, a polyisocyanate
and polyol (polyacrylate and,/or Polyester). This
reaction forms a polyurethane combination, or
polyugethane paint. Such 2C polyurethane Paints
are used throughout tbe worId. Commonly one of
the two components is unsaturated, e.9. a po]yol
or polyester. Because of this photo initiators
with catalysts and crosslj-nking agents are used
in the reaction. If the two basic components
(polyisocyanate and polyo1 (polyacrylate and/or
polyester) are saturated, they do not react when
exposed to UV-radiation. The UV-radiation does
not directly affect the saturated components,
but has some effect on the minor OH-groups in
them. These minor OH-groups will start a
chemical reaction that hardens the paint surface
to a certain extent, but it is, however, no!
sufficient for a complete hardening of the
paint. Usually the curing is based on exposing
the coating to air-circulation and heateci air
(baking in ovens), but also infra-red (IR)
radiation, and UV-radiation, have been used. A11
these techniques partly or fuIIy use the
generated heat (baking oven, IR-Iamps, Uv-lamPs)
to accelerate the curing process. When baking is
used in the curing of common 2C paints in
automotive manufacturing, the curing time is
about 45 minutes in 6OoC and 25 to 30 minutes in
8OoC. This curing time does not include the
evaporation and evaporaiion/cooling off periods
before and after the baking respectively.

Some unsolved problems include, that the
most efficient catalysts (triethylendiamine,
dibutyltin dilaurate, as proposed for example in
U.S. Pat. No. 4,131,602) have not been effective

01 48-71 91 /89i0227-0356$02.50
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with the type of 2C polyurethanes, where both
components are saturatd, and have caused
significant quality problems. Such guality
problems include partial or total loss of
brightness (as defined for example in standards
ASTM D523-80, DrN 67530, rSO 2813, SFS 3632),
and fower adhesion (as defined for exanple in
stanCards ASTM D3359-78, DIN 53151, ISO 2409'
SFS 3753). If, for exampJ.e, dibutyltin
dilaurate is used alone as a catalyst, it
accelerates the polyisocyanate,/polyacrylate
reaction that causes paint color changes and/or
loss of brightness.

In the proposed system the paint curing is
caused by a chemical reaction in the paint,
rather than heating the painted surface. It is
believed that this marks the first time thai a
chemical reaction only induces 2C polyurethane
paint coating curing, while maintaining
desirable chemical and mechanical properties of
the pa.int. This has been achieved by adding a
Uv-init,iator to the conmon 2C paint. External
heat is not needed in the paint currng
process. The tenperature of the painted surface
remalns at about room temperature, i.e. 20-

30oc, maximum 40oc, (2,3,4). significantly
shorter paint curing t.imes, when compared to
baking, have been consistently achieved in
testing.

The added chemical components suPPly the
paint with additional oxygen, and also,
additional OH-groups are formed. when the paint
coating is exposed to UV-radiation a chemical
reaction is induced in the paint. This reaction
frees oxygen, and oH-groups, and causes a fast
paint curing process. In the proposed system UV-
radiation of wavelength 24A-260! is used. The
UV-radiator distance to paint coating should be
about 60 cm for best results. The distance and
exposure time are controLled by a computer to
provide a uniform radiation of all exposed
surfaces.

Laboratory tests (5) show tha'- a common 2C

car paint, wiih the new chemical compound,
actually meets or exceeds the quality of the
paint without the added compound. Preliminary
estimates indicate that substantial time savings
and energy savings may be expected, if such a
system would be implemented in a car Production
llne, and that, new concepts in assembly and
extensive use of l-ovr cost plastics become
possible. The new UV-drying process appears
(4,5) to have overcome the problems of the ]R-
drying, such as a high initial temperature,
drying of exposed surfaces on1y, bubbling, color
change, and controlli.ng the direction of the IR-
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beam.

THE PROPOSED UV-SYSTEM

It is known that if one component of the 2C
poll'urethane is an unsaturated polyester or
po1yo1 a fast curing is achieved using a Photo
ini."iator and the, j-n +-he unsaturated Polyester
or po1yol, available esters or OH-grouPs' (see
U.S. Pat. No. 4131602). Howe\rer. if both
conponents of the 2C polyurethane are saturated'
this reaction is not complete. For example, if
the polyurethane components are Polyisocyanate
and poJ.yacrylate with a molecule having only one
ester group, the known photo initj-ators using
lhe available OH-grcups cannot cause a complete
reactiorr. This means, that, when using this
type of 2C polyurethanes, where both comPonents
are saturated, the use of a photo initiator is
not sufficient to cause a comPlete fast
reaction, instead only ;rartial curing is
achieved. In addition to this, in pigmented
polyurethanes the addition of a photo initiator
only will not have the desired effect, because
the pigments partially "block" the effect of the
radiation.

Th.g two component acrylated polyurethane, a
UV radiation curable polyurethane, of this
proposed systen has both components,
polyisocyanate and po1yo1, .saturated. Uv
radiation causes the curing process of the two
component acrylated polyurethane. Known
catalysts, with a photo initiator, are used to
accelerate the reaction, for exalnPle' dibutyltin
dilaurate and triethylene diamine (see e.g. U.S.
Pat. No. 4,L3!,602, FI Pat, No. 75]996).

The Uv initiator enables fast thorough
curing process of coatings of 73pm to 102!m
common in automotive coating applications' while
maintaining other known desirable qualities
(brightness, adhesion, color). No reactive
crosslinking agents are used. No external heat
is needed in the curing. The optimum UV-
radiation wavelength is 240-26Ort, and the
optimum distance between the UV-radiators and
the coating is approxinately 60 cm.

The proposed system, with paint coat
thicknesses between 73pm and 102 lm, has
outperformed other 2C polyurethane paints in
laboratory tests with respect tested physical
properties. Such tests have included, (4,5):

A two year Florida test

Test of elongation of free film coating,
according to SFS 3640 (corresPonding standards
ISO 1520, DIN 53156, compare ASTM D2370-82).
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Test of adhesion according to SFS 3753
(corresponding standards ISO 2409, DIN 53151'
Asl'l'r D3359-78) .

Test of pfls!, or "brj.ghtness", according to
SFS 3632 (corresponding stanoards lSO 2813,
DrN 67530, ASTM D523-80).

Test of resistance tc water and humidity'
water immersion test, according to SFS 364I
(corresponding other standards ISO 152I' DIN
N/A, ASTM D870-54), and the quality
classification of the coat after the test
according SFS 3762 (corresponding standards
ISO 2813, DIli 57530, ASTM N,/A, but compare
ASTl.,t D714-56(1981) ) .

Cyclic qelr,q_qfen test, (sa1t spray (fog)
test) r evaluation after the test using the
test method according to vDA 621-4L5. The
cyclic corrosion test (vDA 621-145) is a five
week test, and contains five cycles, where
each cycle lasts one week. One cycle consists
of the following, (ASTI'1 N/A, but compare ASTM
Bu7-73(1979) and ASTM 8287-74(1980)) :

- Exposure to neutral salt spray (fog) and
fog for a 24 hour period, according to SS

DrN 50021

- Exposure to water (rain, fog) cycling for a
96 hour period, according to KFW DIN 50017

- Exposure to room temperature and humidity
for a 48 hour period, according to DIN
50014.

Cyc1ic weather !g$r evaluation after the test
using the test method according to vDA 621--
415. The cyclic weather test is a ten week
test consisting of 70 equal cycles as folLows'
(ASTM N/A, but compare ASTM D1735-62(1980)):

- Temperature 4OoC with relati.ve humidity RH

= 9513t for 3 hours

- Temperature 40oC, rain 10 minutes

- Temperature decreased from 4ooc to -looc,
temperature increased from -tOoc to +28oC,

cycle 4h 50nin, tenperature held at -IOoC
for one hour

- Exposure to Uv-radiation 16 hours, average
radiation intensity at 315-390nm vrave

length was 2mW,/cm2, and at 230-315nm wave

length 6OuW/cn2.

In practical applications the polyacrylate
and polyisocyanate are mixed with the proposed
catalyst and UV initiator in known proportions
for best results. Some solvent is added to
achieve desired application viscosity. After the
coating app!-ication and an evaporation period
the painted surface is exposed to UV radiation,
with a radiator distance of approxinately 60 cm,
and an exposure time of 1-2 minutes. A I00?
curing is achieved in the coating. The raCiator
distance has to be at minimum 55 cm to avoid a
"heat effect" on the paint surface and the
resulting loss of brightness as defined in SFS
3632 (corresponding other standards ISO 2813,
DrN 67530, ASTM D523-80).

RELATED RADIATION CURABLE COATING SYSTEMS

Fr-64169, GB-1500729, cB-I58704, US-4347r11 -
Radiation curable systeins are proposed in these
patents, however, the underlying paints are not
two component paints.

FI-751996 - Discusses radiation curable two
compo&ent. coating systems, but the paint uses
additiofal components as reactive cross-linking
agents. It is also mentioned that the system is
suitable for UV drying of very thin coating
films only.

SE-44I1-85 - This system is a product of the
reaction of an acrylated or methacrylated
hydroxyester and polyisccyanate (see also Part A
of US 4131602), and contains a photo
initiator. The curing, however, has to be
carried out in two phases: first using UV
radiation, and secondly using vrater. It j-s
believed that also the U.S. 4,131,602 uses this
same two phase concept, otherwise the curing
process of "thick" coating films may take a few
days.

US-4313602 - This patent proposes the process
for producing an acrylated or methacrylated
polyurethane by reacting various conbinations of
isocyanate-terminated urethanes with organic
polyols and organic diols. However, at least one
of the components (isocyanate or polyol,/
polyerster) is unsaturated and the other a
salurated component. Various photo initiators
are discussed, but the patent claims do not
refer to the photo initiators, because these are
considered to be known. It is believed, although
no reference is made, that if UV radiation is
used, that this system, with respect to curing,
is identical in curing requirements to SE-
4411-86. Only reference to curing time, using W
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radiatj-onf is made on page 7, line 44, "Iess
than 20 seconds". This can only refer to
extremely thin coating films as in SE-441186 and
FI-75I996. The UV curing is also not a subject
of patent claims. It is therefore believed that
the curing, as in SE-441185, has to be carried
out in two phases: first using UV radiation, and
secondly using water, otherwise the curing
process of "thick" coating filns may take uPto a
few days. This is a severe restriction in
commercial applications. It must be pointed outl
however, that this is not explicit in the
Patent.

i,IETHCD OF PAINT APPLICATION

The paint application can be carried out
with comncn techniques in most conventional
paint shop facilities. In the testing and
development of tire system conventional paint
shop facilities have been used. The Uv-radiators
were installed in a comFuter controlled overfiead
beam to provide a homogeneous radiation of all
exposeci surfaces. The distance between the UV-
radiators and the painted surface was about 50cm
(2 tlu). Paint coatings were applied in
thicknesses of 45 to 50rr, maximal 60il. Figures I
and 3 (see attached) show one of the test paint
shop facilities . ( 2, 3, 4 )

In testing the paint applications were done
using two-component paint spray guns, for
example the new Graco-system. The results have
not been as good with high pressure
sprayers. The surface .!s sprayed first with a
Uv*primer, and dried immediately using the Uv-
radiators. Immediately after this the coating
is sprayed. After an evaporation period of about
ten minutes the painted surface is dried using
the UV-radiators. The UV-exposure time is about
6 to I minutes for a mid-size car, or about 0.5
minutes per linear foot in assembly line
conditions, corresponding to a painted car
passing about 2 ft/minute a fixed frame of UV-
radiators. After the drying it !s reconmended to
allow about ten minutes for evaporation before
further processing, for example machine
polishing. The total time, from paint
application until machine polishing, has
averaged in the paint application testing
between 25 and 30 minutes. Only about I.8 lo 2.4
kWh of energy per car is required in the drying
Process. (4)

LABORATORY TESTS AND TEST RESULTS

The Finnish Governments Technical Research
Center, Valtion Teknillinen Tutkimuskeskus (VTT)
(5) performed a series of tests in 1986
comparing a conventional paint, as used for
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example by the car manufacturer SAAB Ab in their
production in Finland, to four combinations of
paints with added Uv-components. The tests were
quality comparisons of a common paint used by a
car manufacturer versus four paints with the
proposed chemical compound. The task was to
determine if the physical properties of the
paints were affected by the addition of the
chernical compound, and by the exposure of the
painted surfaces to the UV-radiation. The
overall conclusion is that the additicn of the
chemical compounds does not negatively affect
any of the tested desirable properties of a
common two component paint. These tests
:-ncluded the six tests, except the "Florida-
test", mentioned in the previous secticn' and
the measuroJent of the coating thickness.

The painted surfaces undergoing the tests
were steel sheets classified in SFS standard as
Q-pane1 5-36 and 5-46. Following paint coating
combinations were tested:

Pl: Acrylic primer and a conventional two
component polyurethane topcoat, "Saab
brown", (as used by the manufacturer SAAB

in Finland).

PZz Acrylic primer and, as the topcoat, a two
component (polyacrylate/hexametylen-
isosyanate (HDI)) car paint, white' with
the added Uv-component.

P3: Zinc rich primer and, as the topcoat, the
two component (polyacrylate/hexametylen-
isosyanate (HDr)) car paint, white, with
the added Uv-component.

P4r Electrolytic coating, acrylic primer and,
as the topcoat, the two comPonent
(polyacrylate,/hexametylen-isosyanate (HDI) )
car paint, white, with the added UV-
component.

P5: Electrolytic coating, epoxy Primer and, as
the topcoat, the two component
(polyacrylate/hexametylen-isosyanate (HDI ) )
car paint, white, with the added UV-
component.

Table 1 summarizes the test results by using
a ranking system from I to 5, where I is
assigned for the best performance and 5 for the
worst.

The coatings with the added chemj.cal
compound P4 and P5 performed distinctly better,
compared to the paint PIf in all the five tests:
Elongation, Adhesion, Blistering and both
Corrosion tests. The paint P5 was ranked four
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Table 1: Summary -
According
(Numbers
Worst )

Ranking of the Paints
to Perfornance of the Paint

I to 5 Assigmed from Best to

Paint Combination QPe

P2 P3 P4 P5

n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

5

n/a

5

3

5

n/a n/a r/a n/a

* Results not conparable, (4). The pigrnent
of the Saab-brown Paint PI contained
significantly less titanium dioxide
compared to the white paints P2 to
P5. The test on polish shoutd be carried
out separateLy.

times as the best and once the second. The
differences in results between the Paints P4 and
P5 were not considered to be significant.

Extensive practical application test
results, based on actual repair shoP Paint
curj-ng processes over the Past two years, become
available early 1989.

SIJMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS AND

ANTICIPATED ADVANTAGES

MAIN RESULTS - Average results based on
actual painting tests of mid-size cars' and
laboratory experiments, are sumnarized below:

- Evaporation - 8-I0 ninutes. before UV-
radiation

- Drying - 6-8 minutes of Uv-radiation (0.5
minutes,/Iinear foot)

- Evaporation - I0 minutes, after Uv-radiation,
before other assembly, polishing, ...

- 4yglgCg Total Drying Time - 24 to 28 minutes

Hardness - Close to final

Polish - Excellent

Adhesion - Excellent

Grindability - I"iachine polishing' sanding
after 25 to 30 minutes

Chemical Durability - Good (no dissolution in
gasoline)

Energy Consumption - Coating of a midsize
car, using 9 W-radiators of 2000W each' (or
I.8 to 2.4 kv{h per car).

- Plastic surfaces - Does not cause changes in
plastics. Surface tenPerature remains at
about 4ooc (or loaor), i.e below temPeratures
causing defornations in plastics.

- Homogeneous Drying * The quality of the
painted surface, the micro structure, is more
homogeneous compard to Painted surfaces
exposed to oven tenperatures. The reason here
seens to be the varying thickness of the
underlying naterial. The metal surfaces with
vaiying thickness store heat energy
dj-fferently. Thin Parts warm uP and cool dov,n
faster than thick parts. This was exPected to
cause changes in the paint surface micro
structure, and to cause fractures in tire
paint surface, advancing metal surface
exposure to corrosive agents. Additionally,
the better adhesion and elongation of the new
paints affect the quality of the Paint
surface.

- Disperse Radiation - Surfaces not directly
exposed to the Uv-radiation are affected by
the disperse radiation, and were drying
faster than without presence of the Uv-
radiation.

- Effect on Corrosion - Less future corrosion
of the underlying metal surface expected
because of the more hornogeneous final surface
quality.

Traditional methods use heat to accelerate
the paint drying process. The baking time of a
coating of corunon two component urethane Paint
is about 45 minutes in 60oC temperature' and

about 25 to 30 minutes in 80oc. oven

temperatures of 60-8CroC cause deformation in
many t}'pes of plastic body parts. The generated
heat energy may be used partially for heating of
the paint shop during winter months, but during

P1

I
Coating Thickness

Elongation

Adhesion

Po1ish *

Bli stering

Corrosion

Corrosion
Weather



sutnmer months an appropriate ventilation or air-
conditioning of the paint shop nay be
required. The savings in heating costs during
winter are sonewhat offset b[' increased costs
for cooling during surnmer. Hence, a direct
comparison of the actually used energry for the
drying process is difficult.

A European car manufacturer estimates (4) to
use about 40kWh of energy Per car in Paint
drying. A European paint oven manufacturer
estimates the energy consumPtion on a one to two
car oven to about 8C to IOOkWh (4). A
conservative estimate is, hence, that the new
system is about 20 times more efficient using
only about 1.8 to 2.4 k!'lh of energry. In nost
cases the factor is like1y to be nuch higher
than 20. Paint coat thicknesses are the sane as
with the traditional methods, 45 to 50p, maximal
6Ou.

ANTICIPATED ADVANTAGES - The anticipated
advantages of the new method range from quality
improvement to signi.flcant cost and time
savings, as well as, reduced constraints in
assembly control of natching exterior
parts. Some of these are outlined below:

r The paint drying Process' when adding the new
chemical compound to a 2C Pollrurethane paint'
takes about half of the time conpared to the
time reguired by the same Paint without the
added compound; Here comparing the effect of
the chemical conpound only with no Iw-
radiation or oven.

r If UV-radiators are used the overall paint
drying time was measured to average 14 to 18
minutes. This includes an evaporation period
before UV-radiation, and a 6 to I ninute UV-
radiation for a mid-size car (0.5 ninutes per
linear foot in assernbly Line conditions). At
this point the paint hardness is such that
the car does not require dust free storage
area. After an additional 10 ninute
evaporation period the pai-nted surface can be
worked on using machine tools, like polishing
and/or sanding.

r No oven is necessary. Surface tenPerature
stays low at about aooc (loaor), and allows
painti.ng of cars with plastic and other non-
metal parts. New non-metal materials are
expected to sustain higher temPeratures
without deformation, but the proposed new
painting and paint drying technique is
independent of use of various types of
materials, and hence, will a1low utilization
of 1ow cost plastics.
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No overbaking possible. Automatic off-
switching of Uv-radiators in case of conveyor
failure. In the traditional system conveyor
failure causes various degrees of overbaking,
that may require entire repainting of several
units.

Laboratory and paint shop tests lndicate that
the guality of the painted surface is more
homogeneous compared to painted surfaces
exposed to oven temperatures. SorDe of the
reasons are, as indicated bv the VTT test
results (5), a better plasticity (elongation
property) and adhesion of the new paint. One
of the. other factors seems to be the varying
thickness of the underlying naterial. The
metai'surfaces with varying thickness store
heat energy differently. Thin parts warm up
and cool down faster than thick parts, and
that causes changes in the paint surface
micro structure. This, on the other hand, may
cause fractures in the paj-nt surface, and
hence, advance metal surface exposure to
corrosive agents.

Laboratory tests (4,5) indicate that the
paint plasticity and adhesion are
sign1ifj.cantly" better than those of
conventional car paints, and that the
resistance agaj.nst corrosion is significantly
better.

The painting of one midsize car requires
about 1.8 to 2.4 kWh of energry, or only 3.6
to 5.0? of the amount required by a
traditional system, using one Uv-radiator
frarne with 9 radiators. A traditional systen
requires about 40 to 50 k$th per car.

In a traditional system, for example, one
conveyor with an average speed of 0.5 ft,/sec
(30 ftlmin) is distributed to four ovens with
conveyor speeds of 0.125 ft/sec (7.5 tt/
minute) each, and 20 mj.nutes baking
time. This speed results to a required oven
length of I50 feet. If the conveyor speed
during baking can be reduced, for example, to
5 ft,/minutef then the required oven length
for a 20 minute baking time is I00
feet. Required baking tine is a function of
the oven tenperature, and hencef for a
constant conveyor speed the the required oven
length changes when the baking tenperature
changes. Suppose that each of the ovens is
replaced by a UV-system. An exposure time of
0.5 minutes,/linear foot of painted surface is
required. This corresponds to a conveyor
sPeed of 2 ft,/urinute for one fixed UV-
radiator frane. Hence, the relative speed
difference between the conveyor and the IJV-
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radiator frane of about 2 ft/minute is
required, if only one Uv-radiator frame is
used. For examPle, if the conveyor speed is
?.5 (5) ftlninute, and one mobile uv-radiator
frame travels at a speed of 5.5 131 tt/
minute, then the relative difference of
speeds between the two is naintained at 2 fl/
minute. For a mid-size car a total exPosure
time of o (to 8) minutes results to a 33 (to
44) ft of travel distance for the Uv-radiator
frame, when the conveyor speed is 7.5 ft/
minute, and 18 (to 24) ft travef distance for
a conveyor speed of 5 ft,/minute. It is'
however, far simpler to consider a Uv-
radiator "tunnel" with UV-radiator frames on
fixed locations, where only the horizontally
installed UV-radiators are mobile to adjust
the surface to radiator distance to about 2

feet. The length of the "tunnel" should
correspond to the 0.5 minute,/linear foot
exposure time requirement dePending on the
conveyor speed. For the above conveyor speeds
5 and 7.5 ftlminute the corresPonding UV-
radiator "tunnel" lengths are exPected to be
from 2.5 ft to 3.25 ft. Using the original
conveyor with a 30 ft/minute speed, without
distribution into the four tunnels with
slower speed, it is expected that only one 15

ft UV-radiator "tunnel" is needed. It has to
be pointed out that tests on actual assembly
line conditions have not been carried out.
However, extrapolating from the paint shop
setting as shown in the attached Figures 1,2
and 3, the four ovens with four conveyor
lines of this example coufd be replaced by
one UV-radi.ator tunnel and one conveyor line.

The assembly seguence may be altered so that
plastic Par!s are installed before or after
painting. If plastic Parts are installed
before painting, no record-keePing and
control of matching color Plastic Parts is
necessary as in the conventional
system. This, clearly, results to better
ma'.ching colors in plastic and non-plastic
surfaces of the final Product.

Existing paint shop facilities can be
used. No major structural changes are
necessary. The traditional oven tunnel may be
omitted in the car production line, which
means a lower initial investment cost on new

facilities, or when renovating existing
facilities. The expected space savings vary
depending on the size of the existing or
planned oven. A combibox of a smalI paint
shop requires about the sPace as one Uv-
drying system. A car assembty line with one
15 ft UV-radiator "tunnel" system is expected
to handle about the same number of cars as

four 30 neter (about 97 ft) oven tunnels. The
four ovens require a floor sPace of about

4mx4mx30m=480m2, (or about 5165 sg.ft). In
thls case the Uv-system would require about

ax5m2=2am2 (or about 215 sq.ft) on1y, or
about 4% of the space occuPied by the four
ovens. The initial cost of one UV-Paint
drying system is estimated to be
approximately the sane as that of a common

automatic car wash.

ANTICIPATED SAVINGS IN AUTOMOTIVE ASSEMBLY

EXN,IPLE - A HlPothetical Car Assenbiy Line.
In this hpothetical exanple some anticiPated
savings in a car manufacturing line are outlined
only. It is assumed that the Present Paint
drying system uses four 100 ft. oven tunnels
with a conveyor speed that corresPonds to a 20
minute baking time. An actual comparison strould
be carried out in a Practical test in an
assembly line Paint shoP selting setting, or in
a simulated environmentr or the cost incurred
with Present system should be broken down into
comparable cost itens. The following cost
categories should be considered in a comParison'
(assuming that cost items not inciuded here are
the sdlhe- in botl systems):

Present Systen

1. Four Ovens; Fir<ed Costs

- Initial cost of the ovens and equiPment

- Assembly

- Required floor sPace: about l6x30m2=480m2,
(or about 5165 sq.ft).

- Structural requirements on facility; such
as fuel (liquid or gas) storagef fuel
supply piping, electrical installations'
construction of Partitioning walls'
foundations for tanksr oven' ...

2. Paint Drying Process; variable Costs

- Suppose that car bodies move on a conveyor
at an average speed of 0.5 ftlsec Q0 tl/
minute). The conveyor is divided into four
lines to lead to four ovens to reduce
conveyor in the oven and to reduce oven
length. Conveyor speed in each oven is
approximately 0.125 ft/sec (7.5 ftlminute).
This corresponds to a 20 minute baking
time. Paint drying is accelerated by the
warm air in the oven. The surface



temPerature is approximately 80oC as the
body rolls out of the oven, further
assenbly has to wait for cooling in an

oPtimum case at least a few minutes' After
a total of 40 to 50 minutes the Paint
surface is readY for machine tool
polishing, rePainting' etc.

In a work shift of I hours a total of 460

cars pass through the oven system with an

interarrival time of one minute between the
cars entering or exiting the oven
systen. If the first car enters the baking
.i 8,00.* then the last car of that shift
enters at 3:40Pm, and is comPleted at
4 :00Pm.

- Time: 20 minutes baking, 40-50 ninutes
until Polishing.

- EnergY Required for Drying: 40 to 5C kwh

Per car.

- Maintenance

Proposed System

1. Uv-radiator 'Tunnel'; Fixed Costs

- Initial cost of the UV-radj-ators' 9 lamps
' per frame. One "tunnel" of a length of 15

it, corresponding to about 7 frames (one

frame every two feet) with mobile comPuter
controlled overhead beam, fixed side Posts'

- Assernbly of the frame structures

- Reguired space: 4xsm2=20m2 (or about 2r5
sq.f t).

- Structural reguirements on facility are
similar to those found in automatic car
washes; electrical installations'
construction of foundations for overhead
beams'...

2. Paint Drying Process; Variable Costs

- SuPPose that car bodies move on a
pr-oiuction line at the same speed, O'5 ft/
lec (30 ftlminute) as in the traditional
system. Paint drying is accelerated by a

chernical reaction induced by the UV-

radiators. The drying Process does not
require additional external heat' The

drying process consists of I0 mlnute
evaporation periods before and after the
Uv-drying' and an estimated 1.2 minutes
total time between entering and exiting the
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UV-radiator "tunnel". After a total of 25
' to 30 mlnutes the Paint surface is ready

for machine tool Polishing, repainting'
etc. The surface tenPerature does not

exceed about 40oC in the Process.

The test systen had one Uv-radiator frame
sweeping 2 ftlminute over the car requiring
about 6-8 minutes per a midsize car after a

tO minute evaPoration period. (See Figures
1,2 and 3)

The Uv-systems requires the 8 to l0 mi-nute
evaPoration phase before the car body
entdrs the Uv-drying phase. Each car body
requires a total of at most 12 minutesf
including evaPoration and UV-drying' in the
drying Process' sayr for the sake of
simplification of the comparlson' 15

minutes. In a work shift of 8 hours a total
of 465 cars can Pass through one Uv-
radiator "tunneL" with an interarrival tine
of one minute between the cars entering or
exiting the system. If the first car enters
the drying evaporation phase at 8:00am then
the last car enters at 3l45pm' and is
completed at 1:00Pm.

- Time: 2 minutes UV-radiation 20 ninutes
total evaPoration time before and after the
Uv-radiation, 25 to 30 minutes until
polishing.

- Energl' Required for Drying a Car: 1'8 to
2.4 klrlh Per carf using one frame, and 6 to
8 minutes total exPosure time. For assenbly
Iine conditions it is estimated, when using
a seven frame Uv-radiator tunnel, with 63

UV-radiators of 2000 W each, and 1.2 to 1'5
minute totat exPosure time, that the energDt

consumPtion results to about 2.5 to 3'15
kWh per car.

- Maintenance: Comparable to an automatic
touch-free, ro11-over, car wash. Replace
burned tJv-Iamps.

cost and Time Savings - Suppose that 300'000
cars are proEuced Per year on a Production line'
using four 100 ft ovens for paint drying, and
that the task is to comPare only two variable
cost comPonents of the Present and proposed
systems: The total cost of energy used ln the
drying Process; and the total drying time. For
simplicity consider an application of one paint
coat, toPcoat' only. The comparison uses total
drylng times of 50 minutes with a conventional
system, including evaporation tine before
baking, baking, and evaporation,/cooting off time
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after baking, and 30 minutes with the Uv-system'
including evaporation time before and after UV-
radiation and UV-radiation. The Table 2 below
summarizes the hypothetical results assuming for
cost of energy $0.10/kwh. Suppose that it is
estimated that present ovens will be in use for
the next 30 years, and no investments in new
facilities are going to be made.

Table 2: A Simplified
Compari-son of Cost and Time

in Car Paint Drying of 300.000 Units

Government's Technical Research Center (VTT)' in
Finland in 1986, and compared to a conventional
two component polyur.ethaile,,car Paint as used for
example by Saab Ab in.rF+tftand. The tests
included: I. Measurement of the Paint coat
thickness; 2. ELongaticin' (tension test);
3. Adhesion; 4. Polishi ,5. Resistance to water
and humidity'(Immerdion test), and tbe quality
classification of the coat after the test;
6. Cyclic corrosion test; 7. Cyclic Weather
Test. The resuLts conclude that the physical
properties of the qoating systems are not
negatively affected by the added chemical
compounds

Main results and ant.i.cj.pated performance,
co,ppared to conventional paint drying Processf
are from the point of view of the ProPosed
system: Shorter drying tlne; Requires about 20
times less energ:Ir than conventional paint drying
systems (about I.8 to 2.4 kl'th Per car)i No oven'
significantly lower initial investment cost,
significantly less space requiredi Low surface
temperatures (about 40oC) enable Painting of all
plastics without deformation, hence, low cost
plastics may be usedi Existing facilities can be
used; More.'homogeneous paint surface due to more
even ?emperatufg changes of underlying material;
Less corrosioni .Better elongation ProPerty and
adhesion; No overbaking due to conveyor break-
downs possible; No record-keeping and control of
matching cotor plastic parts is necessary as in
the conventional systeF resulting to better
matching colors between the plastic and non-
plastic surfaces, provided that Plastic Parts
are installed before painting.

With the new system total drying times,
from paint application until machine Polishing,
of fess than 30 minutes are possible. Total
energi-y consumptlon has averaged less than 3.0
kfih per car in testing. Traditional systems use
5-I0 minutes for evaporation, 20 lo 25- minutes
for baking, 15 to 20 minutes for evaporation/
cooling off, totaling about 50 minutes from
paint application until machine polishing.
Tota] energy consumption is estimated to. aO to
50 k9th per car, or about 20 times greater. The
Uv-system has been in development tor abou-t ten
years. Presently the new system is in comtfiercial
application testing.
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Figure I! Paint Shop with an Installed UV-Drying
Systen. Mobile Overhead and Side Beans vtith lW-
Radiators. Light-weight Mobile Frame Structure

Suspended from the Ceiling.

Figure 2: Side Post with
Reflectors for Automatic

Uv-Radiators, and
Distance Control.

Figure 3: Paint Drying in progress (3)


